Application to Nominate Faculty for the
CALS Louis & Edith Edgerton Career Teaching Award

Please send this form and all supporting material as a single pdf
to Sue Merkel at smm3@cornell.edu

Name of nominee _______________________________ Title: __________________

Nominee's Department ________________________________________________

Current appointment: _______ % Teaching _______ % Research _______ % Outreach

Nominator's name ____________________________ Your email ___________________

____ Please check here to certify that this nomination is approved by the department chair.

To nominate colleagues for the CALS Edgerton Award, please provide the following documentation.

SUMMARY: A nominating statement (maximum of three pages) that:
• confirms eligibility for this award and presents evidence of the nominee’s commitment to excellence in teaching and mentoring.
• explains how the nominee has demonstrated a career-long dedication to teaching and advising students by continuously providing engaging instruction.
• presents evidence of participation in the scholarship of teaching and learning (e.g., any publications about teaching and learning, committee service related to teaching, participation in educational groups within professional societies; participation at teaching workshops/conferences or other professional development, any previous educational awards).
• Nominees will be assessed based on their use of innovative, evidence-based pedagogy in teaching and impact in mentoring.

TEACHING: Include a table indicating teaching experience, highlighting the nominees primary teaching responsibilities (include course titles), years taught, and approximate numbers of students per course for the last 10 years. In addition, please include written comments from students and information from course evaluations.

LETTERS OF SUPPORT: provide a maximum of three letters of support, including at least one from a colleague familiar with the nominee’s teaching (may also include letters from students). Support letters should focus on adding perspective to the nomination, not restating accomplishments and recognitions.

TEACHING CV: provide a CV (maximum of three pages) focusing on relevant teaching experiences and accomplishments.